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The second-order conductivity of a material, σ(2), relating current to the square of electric field,
is nonzero only when inversion symmetry is broken, unlike the conventional linear conductivity.
Second-order nonlinear optical responses are thus powerful tools in basic research as probes of sym-
metry breaking; they are also central to optical technology as the basis for generating photocurrents
and frequency doubling. The recent surge of interest in Weyl semimetals with acentric crystal

structures has led to the discovery of a host of σ(2)-related phenomena in this class of materials,
such as polarization-selective conversion of light to dc current (photogalvanic effects) and the ob-
servation of giant second-harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency in TaAs at photon energy 1.5 eV.
Here, we present measurements of the SHG spectrum of TaAs revealing that the response at 1.5 eV
corresponds to the high-energy tail of a resonance at 0.7 eV, at which point the second harmonic
conductivity is approximately 200 times larger than seen in the standard candle nonlinear crystal,

GaAs. This remarkably large SHG response provokes the question of ultimate limits on σ(2), which
we address by a new theorem relating frequency-integrated nonlinear response functions to the third
cumulant (or “skewness”) of the polarization distribution function in the ground state.

I. INTRODUCTION11

Beginning with the work of Pierre Curie [1], a com-12

prehensive theory of the role of symmetry in classifying13

the transport properties and optical response of materials14

has been developed. More recently there has been a grow-15

ing appreciation that symmetry constraints combine with16

the geometry and topology of the relevant Hilbert space17

to shape the electrodynamic response functions of crys-18

talline solids and artificial meta-crystals. [2] The newly19

discovered Weyl semimetals are currently a focus of in-20

tense research as examples of systems in which the com-21

bination of symmetry-breaking and bandstructure geom-22

etry may lead to novel and/or enhanced electronic re-23

sponse functions.24

In the case of the Weyl semimetal TaAs, which is a fo-25

cus of this work, breaking of inversion symmetry allows26

non-degenerate linearly dispersing electron bands to cross27

at isolated points, or Weyl nodes, in momentum space.28

Topologically, Weyl nodes are monopoles of the Berry29

curvature of the electron wavefunctions, [3] whose pres-30

ence generates disconnected lines of Fermi contour (Fermi31

arcs) at the surface. [4] The existence of Weyl nodes in32

the bandstructure of TaAs was confirmed through the33

observation of the predicted Fermi arcs by angle-resolved34

photoemission. [5–7]35

Following this demonstration, research has focused on36

discovering the defining electromagnetic response func-37
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tions of Weyl semimetals. As the current linearly propor-38

tional to a single potential does not show very distinctive39

behavior, [8, 9] interest has focused on higher-order re-40

sponse functions, such as the electrical conductivity in41

the presence of a magnetic field [10–12] and the second-42

order optical conductivity, σ(2). The latter response func-43

tion, which is allowed only in media that break inversion,44

describes the current generated to second-order in a time-45

varying electric field and quantifies a wide-variety of op-46

tical phenomena, including sum and difference frequency47

generation.48

For excitation within a narrow band of frequency cen-49

tered on ω0, the second-order current is centered at50

ω ≈ 0 and ω ≈ 2ω0. The radiation arising from the51

frequency-doubled current is the phenomenon of second52

harmonic generation (SHG). The ω ≈ 0 (DC) current53

goes by a variety of names, including optical rectifica-54

tion, circular and linear photogalvanic effects [13–15],55

and shift current[16, 17] that reflect the variety of under-56

lying mechanisms and dependences on the polarization57

state of the light at ω0. Shift current, for example, de-58

notes the contribution to the linear photogalvanic that is59

a property of the intrinsic bandstructure, as distinguished60

from extrinsic components that arise from asymmetric61

scattering off defects and phonons.62

To date, much of the theoretical work on nonlinear op-63

tical effects in TaAs and other Weyl semimetals has fo-64

cused on the role of Berry monopoles in generating quan-65

tized, and/or strongly enhanced second-order responses.66

The possibility of a quantized circular photogalvanic re-67

sponse arising from Berry monopoles was addressed by68

de Juan et al., [18] who found that quantization requires69
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lowering of symmetry beyond inversion breaking such70

that all mirror planes are removed. Other theoretical pre-71

dictions suggested that non-quantized circular and linear72

photogalvanic effects can be large, although their exis-73

tence depends crucially on deviations from the simplest74

form of Weyl node, requiring either tilting [19] or curva-75

ture [20] of the bands near the crossing point. Experi-76

mentally, linear and circular photogalvanic currents have77

been detected in TaAs, [21, 22] by excitation with 10078

meV photons. Ma et al. [21] determined the chirality of79

the Weyl nodes in TaAs from the sign of the photocur-80

rent and reported a photocurrent amplitude smaller than81

the theoretical prediction of Ref. [19]. On the other hand82

Osterhoudt et al. [22] observed a large amplitude photo-83

galvanic response in the same material, although using a84

different, smaller scale electrode configuration.85

In this work, we focus on the companion phenomenon86

to intrinsic photogalvanic effects, namely the sum-87

frequency response that leads to SHG. This study was88

motivated by a previous report that TaAs, as well as89

closely related Weyl materials TaP and NbAs, exhibited90

the largest SHG response of any known crystal when pho-91

toexcited at 800 nm, which corresponds to a photon en-92

ergy of 1.5 eV. [23] The existence of Berry monopoles is93

not expected to play a critical role in generating this phe-94

nomenon, as the energy scale for the Weyl-like electron95

dispersion does not exceed approximately 100 meV. In96

this paper we attempt to identify the factors that do con-97

tribute to the uniquely large SHG response of the TaAs98

family of Weyl semimetals.99

In Section II we present measurements that spectrally100

resolve the SHG response function, extending previous101

results beyond the single 1.5 eV photon energy to a broad102

range from 0.5-1.5 eV. These measurements reveal that103

1.5 eV actually lies in the high-frequency tail of a far104

stronger resonant response near 0.7 eV. In Section III105

we address the question of the roles of symmetry break-106

ing and band geometry in determining the amplitude of107

the nonlinear optical response function. We demonstrate108

theoretically a general relationship, applicable to both109

SHG and shift current, between the strength of σ(2) and110

a measure of the polarity of the material. As TaAs is con-111

ducting, this measure cannot be simply the ground state112

polarization. We show instead that the correct measure113

of polarity for nonlinear properties is the skew of the po-114

larization distribution function, which is embodied in a115

gauge-invariant cumulant of the bandstructure. In Sec-116

tion III we introduce a phenomenological description of117

the nonlinear response function that makes use of the118

analytical solution for a three-dimensional array of ferro-119

electric (Rice-Mele) chains.120

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS121

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the apparatus used to122

measure the spectrum of the SHG response tensor, which123

is formally written as σijk(2ω;ω, ω) and hereafter short-124

ened to σshg
ijk (ω), or simply σijk. The measurements are125

enabled by a laser/optical parametric amplifier system126

that generates pulses of duration ∼50 fs at a 5 kHz repe-127

tition rate in the range of photon energies 0.5 - 1.5 eV. As128

the crystals are opaque (optical penetration depth of ap-129

proximately 200 nm [24]) the SHG intensity is measured130

in reflection. As shown in the Figure 1a., a polarizer P ,131

and a halfwave plate in front of the sample select the132

orientation of the electric field (referred to by ê) of the133

fundamental light at frequency ω, and a second analyz-134

ing polarizer A selects the polarization of the light at135

frequency 2ω that reaches the detector.136

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus used
to study the spectrum of the nonlinear optical re-
sponse in TaAs. Laser pulses of pulse width 50 fs, at a rep-
etition rate of 5 kHz with photon energy between 0.5 eV - 1.6
eV are generated by an optical parametric amplifier coupled
to an regeneratively amplified laser. The incident radiation
passes through a neutral density filter (ND), polarizer (P ),
and a low pass filter (LF), to lower the incident intensity, and
to remove spurious polarizations, and wavelengths, respec-
tively. A halfwave plate (HW) is used to rotate the incident
linear polarization over 360o. The incident laser radiation is
then focused on to the TaAs sample (S) using a reflective
objective (RO), which is insensitive to the photon energy, in
contrast with conventional refractive microscope objectives.
The SHG radiation from the sample is collimated by the RO,
and picked off by a D-mirror (D), and passed through an an-
alyzing polarizer (A), whose polarization state is determined
by the scan being measured (see text). The radiation then
passes through a stack of short pass filters (SF) to remove
any incident light, and then focused by a lens (L) onto a pho-
tomultiplier tube (PMT) for detection. Inset: A single crystal
of TaAs with the (112) facet visible.

The structure of TaAs (point group 4mm) contains137

two perpendicular glide planes, which are equivalent to138

mirror planes for optical response functions [25, 26]. The139

normal directions of these two planes determine the two140

equivalent directions of the tetragonal unit cell, which we141

label as x and y. The direction perpendicular to the xy142

plane is the polar, or z axis. The 4mm point group al-143

lows three independent nonvanishing components of the144
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conductivity tensor, σzzz, σzxx = σzyy, and σxzx = σyzy.145

To avoid using a surface obtained by cutting and subse-146

quent polishing, which are known to affect the nonlinear147

optical response, we perform nonlinear reflectance mea-148

surements using the (112) surface, as it forms a naturally149

flat and smooth growth facet. Figure 1b shows a photo-150

graph of the (112) surface used for the measurement. The151

two high symmetry directions in the plane of this surface152

are [1,-1,0], which is perpendicular to the polar axis, and153

[1,1,-1].154

We performed two pairs of polarization scans at each155

wavelength. In the first pair, ê and A are co-rotated with156

their relative angle fixed at 0 and 90◦. This is equiva-157

lent to rotating the sample, but with the advantage that158

the position of the laser focus on the sample surface re-159

mains constant. These scans are primarily used to de-160

termine the high symmetry directions. However, as will161

be discussed below, they provide additional evidence for162

the existence of a sharp resonance in the nonlinear re-163

sponse function in the infrared. In the second pair of164

scans A is fixed parallel to either of the [1,-1,0] or [1,1,-165

1] high symmetry directions and ê is rotated over 360◦.166

From this pair of scans we obtain the three combinations167

of tensor components that are available from reflection168

measurements performed on the (112) surface: |σzxx|,169

|σxzx|, and |σeff | ≡ |σzzz+2σzxx+4σxzx| [27]. Analysis of170

the polarization scans at a given wavelength determines171

the relative magnitudes of these tensor components, i.e.,172

|σzxx|/|σeff | and |σxzx|/|σeff |.173

Measurements of absolute, as opposed to relative, mag-174

nitudes of σijk components over a broad range of fre-175

quency were accomplished by using GaAs to calibrate176

the response at 1.5 eV. Determining the effective σijk(ω)177

at lower photon energies required characterization of the178

wavelength dependence of all components of the opti-179

cal setup, such as wavelength-sorting filters, attenuators,180

and photodetectors, as well as spectral variation of the181

laser focal spot size and pulse duration. An extensive182

discussion of the calibration procedure is provided in Ap-183

pendix A.184

Polarization scans were performed at incident wave-185

lengths in the interval from 800 to 2500 nm; a complete li-186

brary of these data is available upon request. Figure 2(a-187

c) shows representative scans at wavelengths 800, 1560,188

and 2200 nm (1.55, 0.80, and 0.56 eV, respectively) with189

co-rotating parallel polarizations. The co-rotation plot190

at 800 nm illustrates the extreme anisotropy of the non-191

linear optical response of TaAs. The solid curve through192

the data points is proportional to |σzzz|2 cos6 θ, which is193

the dependence predicted for a crystal that responds only194

to E parallel to its polar axis and radiates second har-195

monic light that is likewise fully z-polarized. The polar196

plots at longer wavelength indicate that the amplitudes197

of the off-diagonal components, |σzxx| and |σxzx|, begin198

to increase relative to |σeff| as the fundamental photon199

energy approaches 0.7 eV from above, although they re-200

main approximately an order of magnitude smaller, as is201

shown below.202

Figure 3 illustrates the spectral dependence of the SHG203

response function of a TaAs crystal at room temperature.204

Figure 3a shows |σeff |, |σzxx|, and |σxzx| vs. fundamental205

photon energy as solid circles (the solid lines are guides206

to the eye). The y-axis scale expresses σshg in units of the207

conductance quantum per Volt, to facilitate comparison208

with theory. In SI units, the corresponding peak value of209

σshg at 0.7 eV is approximately 5 × 10−3 (Ω V)−1. The210

dashed line is the spectrum of σxyz in GaAs as reported211

in Ref. [28], multiplied by a factor 10 so that it can be212

compared with the TaAs spectra. As reported previously,213

the SH response measured at 1.5 eV in TaAs exceeds the214

peak response of GaAs by a factor ∼ 10. The measure-215

ments reported here show that |σeff | becomes even larger216

with decreasing frequency, reaching a peak near 0.7 eV217

where it is ∼ 2× 102 larger than the maximum response218

of GaAs.219

Although the diagonal response function |σzzz| is not220

determined directly from the SHG intensity, its range221

of values is highly constrained through analysis of the222

polarization scans [27]. The shaded region in Figure 3b223

illustrates the upper and lower bounds on |σzzz|. The224

dashed line that lies within the shaded region is a best225

fit to a phenomenological model described below, which226

is seen to capture the basic features of the resonance227

enhancement of |σzzz|.228

229

III. NONLINEAR CONDUCTIVITY SUM RULE230

We now turn to a theoretical discussion of the funda-231

mental causes for this giant second harmonic response.232

As this response is large it is reasonable to start with a233

discussion of bounds or ultimate limits on SHG, which234

is relevant not only to SHG, but to sensitivity of pho-235

todetectors and efficiency of solar cells based on intrinsic236

photogalvanic effects as well. As with linear response,237

the true measure of the strength of the nonlinearity is238

the frequency-integrated response function, rather than239

its amplitude at any single frequency. In the case of lin-240

ear response, the frequency integral corresponds to the241

well-known f-sum rule. We have discovered an analogous242

sum rule that connects second harmonic generation and243

the modern theory of polarization. The rule is elucidated244

in this section, then in the subsequent section we see it245

in action with a minimal model for TaAs.246

The SHG response in Fig. 3 appears to consist of a247

single peak and thus we may assume that it arises from248

a single resonance between two bands. For the two-band249

case, there is close relationship between the current gen-250

erated at twice the excitation frequency and at zero fre-251

quency. The real part of the zzz component of the SHG252

tensor can be expressed in terms of the shift current ten-253

sor as follows [29],254

Re
{
σshg
zzz(ω)

}
= −1

2
σshift
zzz (ω) + σshift

zzz (2ω). (1)
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FIG. 2. Second harmonic generation polarimetry. SHG intensity measured in the “parallel” scan as a function of the
incident polarization angle, plotted on a normalized scale, for three different incident photon wavelengths. The polar pattern
changes from a two-fold pattern at shorter wavelengths (800 nm=1.55 eV) to a six-fold pattern at longer wavelengths (2200
nm=0.56 eV)

(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Measured nonlinear optical conductivity as a
function of incident photon energy. (a) Spectra of the
conductivity components |σzxx|, |σxzx|, and |σeff| = |σzzz +
4σxzx + 2σzxx|. The solid lines are guides to the eye. The
nonlinear optical conductivity of GaAs, |σxyz| is multiplied
by 100 and plotted for comparison. (b) The (expt) lower and
upper bounds of |σzzz| are estimated using measured values of
|σeff|, |σzxx|, and |σxzx| from experiment. The dashed black
line depicts the best fit to |σzzz| using the phenomenological
model described in the text.

We use a shorthand notation σshg
zzz(ω) for the second-255

harmonic response σzzz(2ω;ω, ω). Similarly, σshift
zzz (ω)256

represents the shift current response, σzzz(0;ω, ω). The257

above relation expresses a fundamental link between the258

SHG and shift current response functions for the two-259

band case.260

Equation (1), which is derived in Appendix B.2, shows261

that the SHG response is the sum of two terms that are262

opposite in sign but have the same functional form when263

the frequency argument is scaled by a factor of two. The264

first (“one-photon”) term corresponds to the resonant265

condition ~ω = Egap(k) and the second (“two-photon”)266

term corresponds to ~ω = Egap(k)/2, where Egap(k) is267

the energy gap at wavevector k. Clearly the total σshg
zzz268

response integrates to zero, but we shall show below that269

for some models each shift current term has a geomet-270

rical interpretation in terms of the skewness or intrinsic271

asymmetry of the ground-state polarization distribution.272

In Appendix C we derive the following sum rule for273

the shift current conductivity in the two-band approxi-274

mation, which holds regardless of dimensionality d and275

the range of electron hopping amplitude,276

Σshift
z ≡

∫
σshift
zzz (ω) dω =

2πe3

V ~2
C3, (2)

where,277

C3 = − V

(2π)d

∫
ddk Im

[
c3 − 3c2c1 + 2c31

]
, (3)

cn ≡ 〈u0(k)|(i∂k)n|u0(k)〉, and the periodic gauge is as-278

sumed for the valence-band Bloch wavefunction ψ0k(r) =279

u0k(r)eikr. The quantity C3 is a member of a set of280

gauge invariant quantities, Cn, that are cumulants of the281

electronic polarization [30, 31]. Briefly, the quantity C1282

is exactly the average macroscopic polarization, which283

coincides with the first moment of the polarization dis-284

tribution [32]. Accordingly, C3 is the third cumulant,285

or “skewness” of the distribution, which vanishes in the286

presence of inversion symmetry. C1 is controlled by the287

center-of-mass location of the polarization, while C3 de-288

scribes the intrinsic asymmetry in the shape of the po-289

larization distribution, independent of its center-of-mass290

location.291

In addition to providing a very satisfying connection292

between the nonlinear response and ground state fluctu-293

ations of the polarization, equation (2) speeds the search294

for effective Hamiltonians with large nonlinear response.295

If a material is known to have a large skew in its polar-296

ization distribution, then the sum rule guarantees it will297
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have a large shift current and, in turn, large second har-298

monic generation. In the next section we will see this in299

action with a minimal model for TaAs.300

Ta
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<latexit sha1_base64="31X6ly1oFjB24Gguk4SXOaC3LMQ=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokI6q7qxmUFYwtpKJPppB06jzBzI5TQz3DjQsWtf+POv3HSZqGtBwYO59zLnHvilDMDnvftVFZW19Y3qpu1re2d3b36/sGjUZkmNCCKK92NsaGcSRoAA067qaZYxJx24vFt4XeeqDZMyQeYpDQSeChZwggGK4U9gWGkRX5tpv16w2t6M7jLxC9JA5Vo9+tfvYEimaASCMfGhL6XQpRjDYxwOq31MkNTTMZ4SENLJRbURPks8tQ9scrATZS2T4I7U39v5FgYMxGxnSwimkWvEP/zwgySyyhnMs2ASjL/KMm4C8ot7ncHTFMCfGIJJprZrC4ZYY0J2JZqtgR/8eRlEpw1r5r+/XmjdVO2UUVH6BidIh9doBa6Q20UIIIUekav6M0B58V5dz7moxWn3DlEf+B8/gAOf5FN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="31X6ly1oFjB24Gguk4SXOaC3LMQ=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokI6q7qxmUFYwtpKJPppB06jzBzI5TQz3DjQsWtf+POv3HSZqGtBwYO59zLnHvilDMDnvftVFZW19Y3qpu1re2d3b36/sGjUZkmNCCKK92NsaGcSRoAA067qaZYxJx24vFt4XeeqDZMyQeYpDQSeChZwggGK4U9gWGkRX5tpv16w2t6M7jLxC9JA5Vo9+tfvYEimaASCMfGhL6XQpRjDYxwOq31MkNTTMZ4SENLJRbURPks8tQ9scrATZS2T4I7U39v5FgYMxGxnSwimkWvEP/zwgySyyhnMs2ASjL/KMm4C8ot7ncHTFMCfGIJJprZrC4ZYY0J2JZqtgR/8eRlEpw1r5r+/XmjdVO2UUVH6BidIh9doBa6Q20UIIIUekav6M0B58V5dz7moxWn3DlEf+B8/gAOf5FN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="31X6ly1oFjB24Gguk4SXOaC3LMQ=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokI6q7qxmUFYwtpKJPppB06jzBzI5TQz3DjQsWtf+POv3HSZqGtBwYO59zLnHvilDMDnvftVFZW19Y3qpu1re2d3b36/sGjUZkmNCCKK92NsaGcSRoAA067qaZYxJx24vFt4XeeqDZMyQeYpDQSeChZwggGK4U9gWGkRX5tpv16w2t6M7jLxC9JA5Vo9+tfvYEimaASCMfGhL6XQpRjDYxwOq31MkNTTMZ4SENLJRbURPks8tQ9scrATZS2T4I7U39v5FgYMxGxnSwimkWvEP/zwgySyyhnMs2ASjL/KMm4C8ot7ncHTFMCfGIJJprZrC4ZYY0J2JZqtgR/8eRlEpw1r5r+/XmjdVO2UUVH6BidIh9doBa6Q20UIIIUekav6M0B58V5dz7moxWn3DlEf+B8/gAOf5FN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="31X6ly1oFjB24Gguk4SXOaC3LMQ=">AAAB8XicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqks3wSK4KokI6q7qxmUFYwtpKJPppB06jzBzI5TQz3DjQsWtf+POv3HSZqGtBwYO59zLnHvilDMDnvftVFZW19Y3qpu1re2d3b36/sGjUZkmNCCKK92NsaGcSRoAA067qaZYxJx24vFt4XeeqDZMyQeYpDQSeChZwggGK4U9gWGkRX5tpv16w2t6M7jLxC9JA5Vo9+tfvYEimaASCMfGhL6XQpRjDYxwOq31MkNTTMZ4SENLJRbURPks8tQ9scrATZS2T4I7U39v5FgYMxGxnSwimkWvEP/zwgySyyhnMs2ASjL/KMm4C8ot7ncHTFMCfGIJJprZrC4ZYY0J2JZqtgR/8eRlEpw1r5r+/XmjdVO2UUVH6BidIh9doBa6Q20UIIIUekav6M0B58V5dz7moxWn3DlEf+B8/gAOf5FN</latexit>

t? � �
t? + �

tk,A

��
<latexit sha1_base64="gpF3C4UkIdwNrqP6iNTVNKvaNQ0=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxWU2xDxuQT14jOCaQLKE2clsMmT2wcysEEI+wosHFa/+jzf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+YngSmP8YeVWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v7BnYpTSZlLYxHLjk8UEzxiruZasE4iGQl9wdr++DLz2/dMKh5Ht3qSMC8kw4gHnBJtpPZZ74oJTfrFErYxxrVGA2HbwXWnXjXkvIrLlSpyMsugBEu0+sX33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs0KvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKm83Nn6MQoAxTE0lSk0Vz9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dvLxL+8bqqDujflUZJqFtHFoiAVSMco+x0NuGRUi4khhEpubkV0RCSh2iRUMCF8fYr+J27ZbtjOTaXUvFimkYcjOIZTcKAGTbiGFrhAYQwP8ATPVmI9Wi/W66I1Zy1nDuEHrLdPnuKPTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gpF3C4UkIdwNrqP6iNTVNKvaNQ0=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxWU2xDxuQT14jOCaQLKE2clsMmT2wcysEEI+wosHFa/+jzf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+YngSmP8YeVWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v7BnYpTSZlLYxHLjk8UEzxiruZasE4iGQl9wdr++DLz2/dMKh5Ht3qSMC8kw4gHnBJtpPZZ74oJTfrFErYxxrVGA2HbwXWnXjXkvIrLlSpyMsugBEu0+sX33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs0KvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKm83Nn6MQoAxTE0lSk0Vz9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dvLxL+8bqqDujflUZJqFtHFoiAVSMco+x0NuGRUi4khhEpubkV0RCSh2iRUMCF8fYr+J27ZbtjOTaXUvFimkYcjOIZTcKAGTbiGFrhAYQwP8ATPVmI9Wi/W66I1Zy1nDuEHrLdPnuKPTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gpF3C4UkIdwNrqP6iNTVNKvaNQ0=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxWU2xDxuQT14jOCaQLKE2clsMmT2wcysEEI+wosHFa/+jzf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+YngSmP8YeVWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v7BnYpTSZlLYxHLjk8UEzxiruZasE4iGQl9wdr++DLz2/dMKh5Ht3qSMC8kw4gHnBJtpPZZ74oJTfrFErYxxrVGA2HbwXWnXjXkvIrLlSpyMsugBEu0+sX33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs0KvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKm83Nn6MQoAxTE0lSk0Vz9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dvLxL+8bqqDujflUZJqFtHFoiAVSMco+x0NuGRUi4khhEpubkV0RCSh2iRUMCF8fYr+J27ZbtjOTaXUvFimkYcjOIZTcKAGTbiGFrhAYQwP8ATPVmI9Wi/W66I1Zy1nDuEHrLdPnuKPTw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gpF3C4UkIdwNrqP6iNTVNKvaNQ0=">AAAB7XicdVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgxWU2xDxuQT14jOCaQLKE2clsMmT2wcysEEI+wosHFa/+jzf/xtkkgooWNBRV3XR3+YngSmP8YeVWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v7BnYpTSZlLYxHLjk8UEzxiruZasE4iGQl9wdr++DLz2/dMKh5Ht3qSMC8kw4gHnBJtpPZZ74oJTfrFErYxxrVGA2HbwXWnXjXkvIrLlSpyMsugBEu0+sX33iCmacgiTQVRquvgRHtTIjWngs0KvVSxhNAxGbKuoREJmfKm83Nn6MQoAxTE0lSk0Vz9PjEloVKT0DedIdEj9dvLxL+8bqqDujflUZJqFtHFoiAVSMco+x0NuGRUi4khhEpubkV0RCSh2iRUMCF8fYr+J27ZbtjOTaXUvFimkYcjOIZTcKAGTbiGFrhAYQwP8ATPVmI9Wi/W66I1Zy1nDuEHrLdPnuKPTw==</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="GCv2AjO0pLf0Eh5nfT7Usw8C7Q0=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i01vRW1IPHCqYttKFstpt27WY37G6EEvofvHhQ8eoP8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu04H1ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utZRIJSY+FkzITogUYZQTX1PNSCeRBMUhI+1wfDnz2/dEKir4rZ4kJIjRkNOIYqSN1OpdEaZRv1xx7JrjOacedGxnDkPcetU7q0E3VyogR7Nffu8NBE5jwjVmSKmu6yQ6yJDUFDMyLfVSRRKEx2hIuoZyFBMVZPNrp/DIKAMYCWmKazhXv09kKFZqEoemM0Z6pH57M/Evr5vqyAsyypNUE44Xi6KUQS3g7HU4oJJgzSaGICypuRXiEZIIaxNQyYTw9Sn8n/gndt12b6qVxkWeRhEcgENwDFxwDhrgGjSBDzC4Aw/gCTxbwnq0XqzXRWvBymf2wQ9Yb58ggI8K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GCv2AjO0pLf0Eh5nfT7Usw8C7Q0=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i01vRW1IPHCqYttKFstpt27WY37G6EEvofvHhQ8eoP8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu04H1ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utZRIJSY+FkzITogUYZQTX1PNSCeRBMUhI+1wfDnz2/dEKir4rZ4kJIjRkNOIYqSN1OpdEaZRv1xx7JrjOacedGxnDkPcetU7q0E3VyogR7Nffu8NBE5jwjVmSKmu6yQ6yJDUFDMyLfVSRRKEx2hIuoZyFBMVZPNrp/DIKAMYCWmKazhXv09kKFZqEoemM0Z6pH57M/Evr5vqyAsyypNUE44Xi6KUQS3g7HU4oJJgzSaGICypuRXiEZIIaxNQyYTw9Sn8n/gndt12b6qVxkWeRhEcgENwDFxwDhrgGjSBDzC4Aw/gCTxbwnq0XqzXRWvBymf2wQ9Yb58ggI8K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GCv2AjO0pLf0Eh5nfT7Usw8C7Q0=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i01vRW1IPHCqYttKFstpt27WY37G6EEvofvHhQ8eoP8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu04H1ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utZRIJSY+FkzITogUYZQTX1PNSCeRBMUhI+1wfDnz2/dEKir4rZ4kJIjRkNOIYqSN1OpdEaZRv1xx7JrjOacedGxnDkPcetU7q0E3VyogR7Nffu8NBE5jwjVmSKmu6yQ6yJDUFDMyLfVSRRKEx2hIuoZyFBMVZPNrp/DIKAMYCWmKazhXv09kKFZqEoemM0Z6pH57M/Evr5vqyAsyypNUE44Xi6KUQS3g7HU4oJJgzSaGICypuRXiEZIIaxNQyYTw9Sn8n/gndt12b6qVxkWeRhEcgENwDFxwDhrgGjSBDzC4Aw/gCTxbwnq0XqzXRWvBymf2wQ9Yb58ggI8K</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GCv2AjO0pLf0Eh5nfT7Usw8C7Q0=">AAAB7HicdVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0i01vRW1IPHCqYttKFstpt27WY37G6EEvofvHhQ8eoP8ua/cdtGUNEHA4/3ZpiZFyaMKu04H1ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utZRIJSY+FkzITogUYZQTX1PNSCeRBMUhI+1wfDnz2/dEKir4rZ4kJIjRkNOIYqSN1OpdEaZRv1xx7JrjOacedGxnDkPcetU7q0E3VyogR7Nffu8NBE5jwjVmSKmu6yQ6yJDUFDMyLfVSRRKEx2hIuoZyFBMVZPNrp/DIKAMYCWmKazhXv09kKFZqEoemM0Z6pH57M/Evr5vqyAsyypNUE44Xi6KUQS3g7HU4oJJgzSaGICypuRXiEZIIaxNQyYTw9Sn8n/gndt12b6qVxkWeRhEcgENwDFxwDhrgGjSBDzC4Aw/gCTxbwnq0XqzXRWvBymf2wQ9Yb58ggI8K</latexit>

tk,B

a
<latexit sha1_base64="b7/vCs5ze5KtVd66W3yyALYBfbk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipSQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/DXYzl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7/vCs5ze5KtVd66W3yyALYBfbk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipSQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/DXYzl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7/vCs5ze5KtVd66W3yyALYBfbk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipSQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/DXYzl</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b7/vCs5ze5KtVd66W3yyALYBfbk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipSQflilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/DXYzl</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="B8QOfSq5IKQ3NJiokTqrVfN3Ulk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipGQzKFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxOGM5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B8QOfSq5IKQ3NJiokTqrVfN3Ulk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipGQzKFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxOGM5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B8QOfSq5IKQ3NJiokTqrVfN3Ulk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipGQzKFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxOGM5g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B8QOfSq5IKQ3NJiokTqrVfN3Ulk=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipGQzKFbfqLkDWiZeTCuRoDMpf/WHM0gilYYJq3fPcxPgZVYYzgbNSP9WYUDahI+xZKmmE2s8Wh87IhVWGJIyVLWnIQv09kdFI62kU2M6ImrFe9ebif14vNeGNn3GZpAYlWy4KU0FMTOZfkyFXyIyYWkKZ4vZWwsZUUWZsNiUbgrf68jppX1U9t+o1ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9wPn8AxOGM5g==</latexit>

c
<latexit sha1_base64="MK9TkR1XfIASB2dfp9XX0/+fbPE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/GZYzn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MK9TkR1XfIASB2dfp9XX0/+fbPE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/GZYzn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MK9TkR1XfIASB2dfp9XX0/+fbPE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/GZYzn</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MK9TkR1XfIASB2dfp9XX0/+fbPE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikreNUMWyxWMSqG1CNgktsGW4EdhOFNAoEdoLJ3dzvPKHSPJYPZpqgH9GR5CFn1FipyQblilt1FyDrxMtJBXI0BuWv/jBmaYTSMEG17nluYvyMKsOZwFmpn2pMKJvQEfYslTRC7WeLQ2fkwipDEsbKljRkof6eyGik9TQKbGdEzVivenPxP6+XmvDGz7hMUoOSLReFqSAmJvOvyZArZEZMLaFMcXsrYWOqKDM2m5INwVt9eZ20r6qeW/Wa15X6bR5HEc7gHC7BgxrU4R4a0AIGCM/wCm/Oo/PivDsfy9aCk8+cwh84nz/GZYzn</latexit>
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FIG. 4. The Rice-Mele model. Depiction of the model
of coupled Rice-Mele chains (center) used to reproduce the
experimentally observed second harmonic generation in TaAs
(left). A zoom on the shaded unit-cell is depicted on the right
specifying the different hopping terms present in the model.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL OF THE301

SHG SPECTRUM302

Under the assumption that TaAs is a weakly interact-303

ing system, σshg
ijk (ω) can in principle be calculated by com-304

bining ab initio bandstructure and the general theory of305

the second order nonlinear response function [17]. In re-306

ality this is a challenging calculation, as it requires knowl-307

edge of the gradients of the wavefunction throughout the308

Brillouin zone with high resolution in momentum. Never-309

theless, a first principles calculation of σshift
ijk (ω) has been310

published recently[33], although restricted to the energy311

range from 20-200 meV and thus not directly relevant to312

our measurements. Given the lack of a first principles313

calculation for energies of order 1 eV, we present below314

a phenomenological theory based on an analytical solu-315

tion for a model Hamiltonian. This Hamiltonian is not316

intended as a tight-binding parameterization of the TaAs317

bandstructure, rather our purpose is to highlight some of318

the features that a successful first principles theory must319

reproduce.320

The key features of the nonlinear conductivity in TaAs321

– strong anisotropy and a single, sharp resonant peak –322

suggest that a quasi-one dimensional, two-band model is323

sufficient to capture much of the physics involved. The324

minimal model required to reproduce this physics is a325

modified version of the Rice-Mele (RM) Hamiltonian [34],326

which is a one-dimensional (1D) tight-binding model of327

a semiconductor with broken inversion symmetry. The328

RM model played a crucial role in the development of329

the “modern theory of polarization“[31, 32, 35–38] and,330

more recently, was shown to describe the shift current331

spectrum in monochalcogenide semiconductors [39]. We332

believe that such a semiconductor-based model is appro-333

priate because the energies probed in our experiment334

are much larger than either the Fermi energy [5, 7] or335

plasma frequency [40] of TaAs. To describe the nonlin-336

ear response of a three dimensional system, we consider337

an array of RM chains aligned in the z direction with338

an interchain coupling. To be clear, we are not sug-339

gesting that the resulting quasi-one dimensional model340

reproduces the bandstructure of TaAs; rather it serves341

as a minimal model capable of reproducing the essential342

features of the resonant nonlinear response found exper-343

imentally.344

The RM Hamiltonian is,345

HRM = t cos(kza/2)σx + δ sin(kza/2)σy + ∆σz, (4)

where the σi are the Pauli matrices. As shown in Fig-346

ure 4, HRM describes a 1D chain of atoms along the z347

direction, in which inversion symmetry is broken by al-348

ternating on-site energies (±∆) and hopping amplitudes349

(t ± δ). Despite its relative simplicity, the RM model350

has played a key role in the development of the modern351

theory of polarization [32] and recently in strategies to352

enhance nonlinear optical response functions [41].353

The optical response of the RM Hamiltonian captures354

qualitative features of the nonlinear optical response in355

TaAs, as σshg
ijk (ω) is polarized parallel to the polar axis356

and exhibits a sharp peak at the threshold for absorption.357

The RM model can be modified to include an interchain358

coupling to smooth the 1D van Hove singularity that is359

obtained for an isolated chain. To extend the model to360

3D, we consider an array of RM chains parallel to z and361

allow electrons to hop laterally in the A and B atom362

layers (see Figure 4). The interchain hopping adds an363

additional term tAB(cos kxax+cos kyay) to the coefficient364

of σz in HRM , where tAB ≡ t‖,A−t‖,B . The shift current365

spectrum in this model can be calculated following [42]366

(see [27]),367

σshift
zzz (ω) =

2e3

~∆

(
1

4π

)3
c2

ab
F (ω̃; δ̃, t̃, t̃AB), (5)

where F is a dimensionless function of frequency ω and368

the parameters of HRM (the tildes indicate normalization369

by ∆); a, b, and c are lattice constants in the x, y, and370

z directions, respectively [27]. The real part of the SHG371

conductivity can easily be expressed in terms of the shift372

conductivity by using Eq. (1).373

The dash-dotted curve in Figure 3b is a fit to |σshg
zzz|374

based on the two-photon term in Eq. (1). Despite the375

simplicity of the model relative to the complexity of the376

TaAs bandstructure, the quasi-one dimensional version of377

the RM model describes the data remarkably well. The378

peak position, low, and high energy tails of the spectrum379

are best described using parameters t̃ = 1.5, δ̃ = 1.4,380

t̃AB = 0.02, and ∆ = 0.428. The corresponding band-381

structure consists of relatively flat valence and conduc-382
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tion bands separated by about 1.4 eV, as is required to383

produce a the narrow resonance near 0.7 eV. Finally,384

we use the TaAs lattice parameters, c = 1.165 nm, and385

b = a = 0.344 nm as input to the dimensionless geometric386

factor c2/ab in Eq. 5.387

We note that our minimal model of the SHG reso-388

nance implies a corresponding resonant peak in the lin-389

ear conductivity σzz(ω) near 1.4 eV. The ratio of the390

spectral weight of the nonlinear to linear resonance is391

(e/~ω0) (C3/C2), and in the RM model C3/C2 = 2c/3.392

Based on this ratio, and the fact that the width of the393

nonlinear resonance peak is half that of the linear one, the394

model predicts σzz(ω) ≈ 2 × 104 Ω−1-cm−1 at the peak395

energy of 1.4 eV. This prediction is as yet to be tested, as396

to date the linear optical conductivity in TaAs has been397

measured by reflection from the (001) surface, probing398

only σxx(ω) or σyy(ω). Measuring σzz(ω) on TaAs is399

not straightforward as this requires a large (100) surface400

which does not arise naturally during growth. Moreover401

it has been found that cutting and polishing the surface402

of TaAs for reflectivity measurement results in a loss of403

the bulk property.404

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS405

In Section II of this paper we reported SHG spectra406

of TaAs, demonstrating a ten-fold resonant enhancement407

of the response at 0.7 eV as compared with the previ-408

ously reported, and already quite large, response at 1.5409

eV. The large amplitude led us to consider bounds on410

the strength of optical nonlinearity, as embodied in the411

frequency-integrated second-order conductivity (or spec-412

tral weight). In Section III we presented a new theorem413

that links the spectral weight of the nonlinear conduc-414

tivity to the geometry of the bandstructure. The link is415

closely related to the connection between geometry and416

ferroelectricity in the “modern theory of polarization.”417

We showed that for general two-band models the spec-418

tral weight is proportional to the skew of the polariza-419

tion distribution, which itself is proportional to the third420

gauge-invariant cumulant, C3. This result is analogous421

to the relation between the polarization and C1, which422

is the integral of the Berry connection over the Brillouin423

zone.424

In Section IV we combined the insight gained from the425

spectral weight theorem with a model of a quasi-1D po-426

lar semiconductor to identify the factors contributing to427

large SHG in TaAs. Specifically, we introduced the Rice-428

Mele chain, which is parameterized by alternating on-site429

energies (±∆) and nearest-neighbor hopping amplitudes430

(t ± δ). We note that although this model is very use-431

ful, the relationship between the RM phenomenology and432

the actual electronic wavefunctions and bandstructure of433

TaAs remains to be understood.434

We found that the third-cumulant for the RM model435

(and indeed all nearest-neighbor 1D Hamiltonians) is436

bounded, such that C3 ≤ 0.3c2 (for each spin), where437

c is the dimension of the 1D unit cell [27]. For a 3D ar-438

ray of weakly interacting RM chains, the spectral weight439

of σshgzzz (ω), or Σz is bounded by,440

Σz ≤
e2

~
C3Pz, (6)

where Pz ≡ ec/V is the “polarization quantum” and V441

is the 3D unit cell volume.442

Maximizing Σz requires, first, a strongly polar chain,443

that is one that approximately saturates the bound444

C3/c
2 ≤ 0.3. For the RM model, strong polarity oc-445

curs when the parameters t, δ, and ∆ are roughly equal,446

as shown in Ref. [43]. A second large contributing fac-447

tor is the dimensionless ratio of the square of the lattice448

parameter along the chain axis, c2, to area per chain,449

ab. We note that as there are four Ta-As chains per unit450

cell, the spatial packing factor c2/ab is large, ≈ 45. In451

addition, the peak SHG response will become large when452

the total spectral is concentrated in a narrow resonance,453

as will occur in the RM parameterization for t ≈ δ, i.e.,454

the limit of weakly interacting dimers. Finally, we note455

that the bound on C3 obtained in nearest-neighbor mod-456

els is not an ultimate limitation on nonlinear response.457

This bound is exceeded when next-neighbor hopping is458

introduced, and can diverge when the fundamental gap459

is driven to zero (see Appendix C.5). This result is con-460

sistent with the recent analysis of Tan and Rappe [41],461

who suggested that Σz can be greatly enhanced when462

the range of inter-site hopping becomes larger than the463

lattice parameter.464
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Appendix A: Data acquisition and processing501

1. Extracting susceptibility components from SHG502

polar patterns503

To calculate the components of the third rank suscep-504

tibility tensor ←→χ (2) from the measured data, we start505

with the relation defining the second harmonic suscepti-506

bility in terms of the electric fields of the incident E1ω
507

and radiated E2ω fields:508

E2ω
i = χshg

ijkE
1ω
j E1ω

k , (A1)

where a sum over repeated indices is implied. We use509

the notation x̂, ŷ, ẑ, to correspond to the crystalline axes510

[1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 0], [0, 0, 1], and for brevity, we shall drop511

the superscript “shg” in the following. The crystal struc-512

ture of TaAs corresponds to the point group 4mm, which513

allows only three distinct components of the χijk tensor:514

χzzz; χzxx = χzyy; χxxz = χxzx = χyyz = χyzy. As515

noted in the main text, the experiments were performed516

by measuring the second harmonic intensity with light517

incident on the naturally occuring (112) facet of a TaAs518

single crystal. The SHG intensity was measured in three519

polarization “channels”:520

1. parallel : the polarization state of the analyzer is521

set to be parallel to the polarization state of the in-522

cident radiation, while both rotate from 0◦ to 360◦523

2. vertical : the polarization state of the analyzer is524

set to be parallel to the in-plane polar direction525

(1, 1,−1) of the TaAs crystal, while the polarization526

state of the incident radiation rotates from 0◦ to527

360◦528

3. horizontal : the polarization state of the analyzer is529

set to be perpendicular to the in-plane polar direc-530

tion (1, 1,−1) of the TaAs crystal, while the polar-531

ization state of the incident radiation rotates from532

0◦ to 360◦533

It is useful to label the in-plane component of the polar axis [1, 1,−1] as the axis “γ”, and correspondingly label the
perpendicular in-plane direction [−1, 1, 0] as the axis “α”. If the incident light has intensity I0, with linearly polarized

electric field expressed by E1ω =
√
I0 (α̂ sin θ + γ̂ cos θ), in the parallel channel, the intensity can be expressed in

terms of the angle θ of the incident polarization state with respect to the “γ” axis:

Ipara(θ) =
∣∣E2ω

α sin θ + E2ω
γ cos θ

∣∣2
=

∣∣∣∣ 1√
2

(
−E2ω

x + E2ω
y

)
sin θ +

1√
3

(
E2ω
x + E2ω

y − E2ω
z

)
cos θ

∣∣∣∣2 .
We wish to express this in terms of the tunable quantities E1ω

z = −E
1ω
γ√
3

and E1ω
γ =

√
I0 cos θ. To do this, we first534

expand E2ω in terms of E1ω via E2ω
x = 2χxxzE

1ω
x E1ω

z , E2ω
y = 2χyyzE

1ω
y E1ω

z , E2ω
z = χzxx

(
E1ω
x

)2
+ χzyy

(
E1ω
y

)2
+535

χzzz
(
E1ω
z

)2
. and transform back from the xyz to the αγ basis via E1ω

x = −E
1ω
α√
2

+
E1ω
γ√
3

, E1ω
y =

E1ω
α√
2

+
E1ω
γ√
3

,536

E1ω
z = −E

1ω
γ√
3

. This yields537

Ipara(θ) =
I2
0

3

∣∣∣∣χxxz cos θ sin2 θ +

(
4

3
χxxz cos2 θ + χzxx

(
sin2 θ +

2

3
cos2 θ

)
+

1

3
χzzz cos2 θ

)
cos θ

∣∣∣∣2
=
I2
0

27

∣∣3χxxz cos θ sin2 θ +
(
4χxxz cos2 θ + χzxx

(
3 sin2 θ + 2 cos2 θ

)
+ χzzz cos2 θ

)
cos θ

∣∣2
=
I2
0

27

∣∣(6χxxz + 3χzxx) cos θ sin2 θ + (4χxxz + 2χzxx + χzzz) cos3 θ
∣∣2 .

We define χeff = χzzz + 2χzxx + 4χxxz, which gives us the expression,538

Ipara =
I2
0

27

∣∣3(2χxxz + χzxx) cos θ sin2 θ + χeff cos3 θ
∣∣2 . (A2)
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FIG. 5. Minimized mean-squared deviation fits (solid lines) to the SHG intensity data (points) as a function of the incident
polarization angle θ, in three polarization channels (a) parallel, (b) vertical, (c) horizontal, for incident photon wavelength
λ = 1400nm, plotted on a normalized scale. (d) Fits to the SHG intensity in the vertical channel assuming the relative sign
between χzxx and χzzz to be (+) (dashed line), and (−) (solid line).

We can similarly obtain expressions for the other two channels:

Ivertical(θ) =
∣∣E2ω

3

∣∣2 =

∣∣∣∣ 1√
3

(
E2ω
x + E2ω

y − E2ω
z

)∣∣∣∣2 =
1

27

(
3χzxx sin2 θ + χeff cos2 θ

)
, (A3)

and

Ihoriz(θ) =
∣∣E2ω

α

∣∣2 =

∣∣∣∣ 1√
2

(
−E2ω

x + E2ω
y

)∣∣∣∣2 =
1

3
I2
0 |χxxz|2 sin 2θ. (A4)

539540

Figure 5d shows the SHG intensity data as a func-541

tion of the polarization of incident photons in the paral-542

lel, vertical, and horizontal channel, with fits to the ex-543

pressions in equation (A2), (A3), (A4) respectively. The544

amplitudes of the fitting parameters |χxxz|, |χzxx|, |χeff|545

thus obtained are then multiplied by various wavelength-546

dependent correction factors described below.547

Although the fitting scheme described above is not548

sufficient to obtain the complete amplitude and phase in-549

formation for the three components |χxxz|, |χzxx|, |χeff|,550

we are nevertheless able to definitively say that for all551

incident photon energies, χzxx and χzzz have a relative552

phase of π. Figure 5 shows the best fits to the data553

at incident photon wavelength λ = 1400 nm in the554

“vertical” channel, using two contrasting assumptions555

for the relative signs of the fitting parameters, (+1) or556

(−1). The fits with relative (−) signs are are observed557

to be better approximations to the data.558

559

With the additional information about the relative560

signs, the calculated values of |χeff| = |χzzz + 2χzxx +561

4χxxz| can be used to place bounds on the values of |χzzz|562

with an upper bound (UB) and lower bound (LB) ex-563

pressed as (see figure 3 in the main text):564

|χUBzzz | = |χeff|+ 2|χzxx|+ 4|χxxz| (A5)

|χLBzzz| = |χeff|+ 2|χzxx| − 4|χxxz|. (A6)

2. Wavelength dependent correction factors565

We provide a brief summary of the factors that must566

necessarily be taken into consideration to accurately de-567

termine the second harmonic susceptibility tensor ele-568

ments χshg
ijk and the procedure we followed to experimen-569

tally measure them.570
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The electric field of the incident laser pulse can be well571

approximated by a simple Gaussian field as572

Eω(r, t) = E0e
−i(k0z−ωt) exp

(
−x

2 + y2

w2
0

)
× exp

[
−
(
z − ct
cτ

)2
]
x̂

(A7)

where E0 is the electric field amplitude, k0 is the field573

wavevector magnitude, ω is the fundamental light fre-574

quency, c is the speed of light, and w0 is the electric field575

beam waist [44], here taken as the point from which the576

SHG field arises. We have assumed that the beam is577

transversely polarized purely in the x̂ direction for con-578

venience. As a consequence of Poynting’s Theorem, the579

relationship between the integrated intensity of the inci-580

dent, fundamental frequency field Iω and the associated581

electric field can be given by582

Iω =
1

2
ε0

∫ 〈
|Eω(r, t)|2

〉
dr (A8)

where the brackets denote time averaging. For the field583

as given by equation (A7), the integration is easily per-584

formed to yield585

Iω ∝ E2
0w

2
0τ (A9)

The penetration depth of the wavelengths used in this586

study is relatively short in TaAs. Thus we may con-587

sider the limit of non-depleted incident fields. The radi-588

ated second harmonic electric field is then proportional589

to the second-order induced polarization as E2ω(r, t) ∝590

P2ω(r, t) = ε0
←→χ shgEω(r, t)Eω(r, t). Hence, the intensity591

of the second harmonic field I2ω is given by592

I2ω =
1

2
ε0

∫ 〈
|E2ω(r, t)|2

〉
dr

∝
∫ 〈
|←→χ shg|2|Eω(r, t)|4

〉
dr

∝ (E2
0χ

shg
ijk )2w2

0τ.

(A10)

When this latter result is combined with equation (A9) to593

eliminate the electric field E0, we determine that I2ω ∝594

(χshg
ijk )2I2

ω/w
2
0τ . However, for Gaussian fields such as in595

equation (A7), the beam waist at the focus w0 can be596

described in terms of the incident beam diameter d, lens597

focal length f and beam wavelength λ as w0 ∝ fλ/d,598

yielding599

I2ω ∝ (χshg
ijk )2 I2

ωd
2

f2λ2τ
. (A11)

Therefore, accurate measurement of the elements of χshg
600

must be controlled for incident integrated pulse intensity601

(equivalently, energy), diameter, wavelength and dura-602

tion as well as the extrinsic factor of the lens focal length.603

Since the value for χshg
ijk at 800 nm is known from previ-604

ous study [23], all measurements were normalized to our605

τ = 30 fs
λ = 553.7 nm
∆λ = 10.9 nm

FIG. 6. Measured FROG spectrum for input fields λ =
1100 nm (nominally) showing the projection of the data along
the temporal (above) and spectral (right) axes. Fits of the
projected data to Guassian models, as described in the text,
produced the observed pulse duration τ , the center SHG wave-
length λ and the spectral width of the pulse ∆λ.

measured response at 800 nm. In addition, the relative606

enhancement of second harmonic response between TaAs607

and GaAs was checked independently using a two color608

Er:doped fiber laser with source photon wavelengths of609

1550 nm and 780 nm respectively.610

3. Experimental measurement of correction factors611

a. Intrinsic factors612

Even though a commercially supplied wavelength sep-613

arator was employed, a number of parasitic wavelengths614

were present due to a combination of leakage of other re-615

sponses from the Optical Parametric Amplifier, as well616

as their sum-frequency, difference-frequency, and second617

harmonic responses among the signal, idler and second618

stage pump fields. At each individual wavelength, we619

computed these parasitic wavelengths and assembled a620

combination of longpass and shortpass filters of mini-621

mum ND8 to remove the parasitics before measuring the622

incident power. This power was recorded after the last623

longpass filter (LF in figure 1 of the main text), and a624

set of reflective neutral density filters of value ND chosen625

to maintain a calculated incident fluence of roughly ∼626

20 mJ/cm2. As the measured average power P is simply627

proportional to the energy per pulse through a factor of628

the repetition rate, the value P/10ND was divided from629

the measured power to provide a measure of the incident630

integrated intensity Iω.631

The spectral and temporal characteristics of the OPA632

beam were measured using a homebuilt Frequency Re-633

solved Optical Gating (FROG) apparatus over the range634
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FIG. 7. (a) Representative data from knife-edge measurement
of the beam diameter and corresponding fit for λ0 = 1100 nm
incident light. (b) Experimentally measured transmittance of
the 540 nm bandpass filter. (c) The linear optical correction
factor BP (ω) as a function of incident photon energy.

from incident wavelength λ = 800 nm to λ = 2000 nm.635

In all cases, the FROG measurement was performed on636

the beam before its entrance into the reflective objective637

(i.e., in between LF and RO in figure 1 of the main text)638

in order to account for the filtering and dispersive char-639

acteristics of the preceding optics. While we did not use640

the same ND filters for the FROG measurement as we did641

in the experiments, we did use the same number of filters642

of identical material (UV grade fused silica) and thick-643

ness as those used in data collection. A representative644

FROG trace is shown in figure 6. The FROG apparatus645

used a 100 µm thick β-Barium Oxide (BBO) crystal, the646

radiated second harmonic spectrum was determined via647

simulation with lab2.de software[45] to be virtually iden-648

tical to that which would derive from a thin layer of a649

bulk response reflection experiment as occurred here on650

TaAs.651

The pulse duration of the incident second harmonic652

field was determined from numerically summing the653

FROG trace along the spectral dimension and fitting654

the resulting data to a Gaussian of the form I2ω(t) =655

I0 exp
[
− ((t− t0)/τ)

2
]
, as shown in the top panel of656

figure 6. We note that from evaluation of the convo-657

lution of a Gaussian with itself, the pulse duration at658

2ω is related to that at ω through a numerical fac-659

tor as τ2ω = τω/
√

2. In order to determine the radi-660

ated central 2ω wavelength and bandwidth, we numer-661

ically summed the FROG trace along the temporal di-662

mension and fit the result to a Gaussian of the form663

I2ω(λ) = I0 exp
[
− ((λ− λ0)/∆λ)

2
]
, as shown on the664

righthand panel. These data allowed us to determine the665

fundamental wavelength as 2λ0 and the spectral band-666

width of the SHG pulse ∆λ.667

The knife-edge method was used to measure the beam668

diameter w0 immediately before the reflective objective669

as a function of incident wavelength λ for all wavelengths670

in the study. Representative data at λ = 1100 nm and671

the corresponding fit to the complementary error func-672

tion I(x) = I0 erfc
(√

2(x− x0)/w0

)
are shown in fig-673

ure 7. A basic Gaussian beam propagation could be674

used to determine the beam at the focus. However, this675

was unnecessary since the identical, all-reflective optical676

setup was used for every data point, necessitating only677

measurement of the beam diameter w0.678

b. Extrinsic factors679

Experimentally, the measured second harmonic inten-680

sity is also proportional to the spectral response of the681

detector D(λ) and the transmittance T (λ) of the filters682

in front of the detector.683

The detector spectral response D(λ) was determined684

from the manufacturer specifications for each detector685

and divided out from the measured intensity. In the686

range from λ = 800 nm to λ = 1600 nm, we used a687

Hamamatsu R12829 in a Hamamatsu C12597-01 socket688

for power supply. The photomultiplier output was di-689

rectly connected to the current input of a Zurich In-690

struments MFLI digitizing lockin which yielded a current691

value proportional to the incident SHG power. The range692

from λ = 1560 nm to λ = 1700 nm was measured with an693

unbiased Thorlabs FDS010 photodiode, while measure-694

ments from λ = 1600 nm to λ = 2600 nm performed with695

a Thorlabs FGA01 InGaAs photodiode. For their respec-696

tive wavelength ranges, the photodiodes were connected697

to the input of a Cremat CR-Z-110 charge preamplifier698

followed by a CR-S-8µs shaping amplifier whose output699

were connected to the voltage input of the lockin. The700

overlap between the wavelength ranges of the three de-701

tectors allowed us to account for the current to voltage702

conversion of the charge integrating electronics in rela-703

tion to the PMT, permitting the Si photodiode to be a704

bridge between the PMT and the InGaAs detector.705

In all cases, we used a set of two shortpass filters and a706

single bandpass filter centered at the nominal second har-707

monic wavelength, which determined the spectral trans-708

mittance T (λ). These filters were chosen in order to709

provide attenuation of >ND10 at the fundamental wave-710

length while not attenuating the SHG by more than a711

factor of 2. We verified the transmittance of the filters712

to match the supplier’s specifications through individ-713

ual UV-Vis measurements, as shown in figure 7. It was714

necessary to account for the fact that the bandwidth715

of the filter was more narrow than that of the second716

harmonic pulse, in particular at the longest wavelengths717

measured. Thus, after dividing byD(λ), the true incident718

SHG power was determined by dividing out the numeri-719

cally integrated product of the measured filter data and a720

normalized Gaussian representing the fitted parameters721

of the measured second harmonic spectrum the FROG722

traces as723

1√
π∆λ

∫ ∞
−∞
T (λ) exp

[
−((λ− λ0)/∆λ)2

]
dλ. (A12)
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4. Translating reflection geometry parameters to724

bulk nonlinear conductivity725

To calculate the bulk nonlinear optical parameters726

χshg, and σshg, we also need to correct for the linear727

optical parameters of TaAs. We use the formula derived728

by Bloembergen and Pershan[23, 46] to account for the729

linear optical properties such as the refractive index and730

transmission coefficients:731

χshg
R =

χshg(√
ε(2ω) +

√
ε(ω)

)(√
ε(2ω) + 1

)T (ω)2 (A13)

where χshg
R denotes the nonlinear susceptibility in reflec-732

tion geometry, as measured in the experiment, ε(ω), and733

T (ω), are respectively the dielectric constant and the734

transmission coefficients of TaAs.735

We define the Bloembergen-Pershan correction coeffi-736

cient737

BP (ω) ≡ T (ω)2(√
ε(2ω) +

√
ε(ω)

)(√
ε(2ω) + 1

) , (A14)

which can be calculated as a function of incident pho-738

ton energy based on values of the dielectric constant739

as measured by ellipsometry.[47] (See figure 7.) Op-740

tical conductivity is more conveniently modeled than741

susceptibility, and can be obtained using the relation:742

σshg
ijk (ω) = −2iε0 ω χ

shg
ijk (ω)743

Appendix B: Quasi-One Dimensional Model for744

Second Harmonic Generation745

1. Model details746

This Appendix describes the details of the phenomeno-747

logical model of Rice-Mele chains used in the main text,748

and details the calculation of its second harmonic re-749

sponse. The model is inspired by the polar character750

of the TaAs lattice as well as the observation that751

σzzz is the dominant component of the SHG response.752

This is reminiscent of a 1D system, in which σzzz is the753

only non-zero component. We consider a quasi-one di-754

mensional model composed of 1D Rice Mele chains in755

the z-direction [34] with only weak couplings in the xy756

plane. In momentum space it takes the form of a two757

band model Hk = dk · σ with758

dx = t sin(ckz/2)

dy = δ cos(ckz/2)

dz = ∆ + tAB(cos(bkx) + cos(bky)).

(B1)

Here b and c are the dimension of the unit cell in the x759

and z directions. Along lines in the z-direction there is760

a staggered onsite potential ±∆ and staggered hopping761

t ± δ. The parameter tAB = t‖,A − t‖,B � ∆ represents762

the difference between the inter-chain hopping strengths.763

When tAB = 0, this reduces to an ensemble of indepen-764

dent Rice-Mele models. The overall energy scale is set765

by fixing ∆; there are three independent parameters of766

the model: t̃ = t/∆, δ̃ = δ/∆, and t̃AB = tAB/∆.767

2. Calculation of SHG Response768

The second-order conductivity tensor is defined via769

Ja(ω0) =
∑
b,c

σabc(ω0;ω1, ω1)Eb(ω1)Ec(ω2) (B2)

where ω0 = ω1 + ω2 is the frequency of the emit-770

ted photon The second harmonic response is σshg
abc(ω) =771

σabc(2ω;ω, ω). We will also frequently invoke the shift772

current, σshift
abc (ω) = σabc(0;−ω, ω). The shift current773

may be thought of as the “solar panel response”: the774

amount of DC current generated under illumination.775

In two band models, the diagonal components of σabc776

are particularly simple. For ω > 0,[20, 29]777

Reσshift
aaa (ω) =

2πe3

~2ω2

∫
[dk]f10v

a
01w

aa
10 δ(ω10 − ω) (B3)

Reσshg
aaa(ω) =

πe3

2~2ω2

∫
[dk]

[
f10v

a
01w

aa
10 δ(ω10 − 2ω)− 2f10v

a
01w

aa
10 δ(ω10 − ω)

]
(B4)

where

∫
[dk] =

∫
ddk

(2π)d
is the normalized integral over778

the Brillouin zone, 0 and 1 refer to the valence and779

conduction bands respectively, f01 is the difference in780

Fermi factors, ω01 is the difference in band frequencies,781

va = ∂kaH is the velocity operator, and waa = ∂ka∂kaH.782

Taken together, these lead to the convenient identity (see783

equation (3) of the main text)784

Reσshg
aaa(ω) = −1

2
Reσshift

aaa (ω) + Reσshift
aaa (2ω). (B5)

Again, these equations only hold for two band models.785
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We now evaluate these equations for our specific model.786

We focus on the two-photon term of the SHG. Differen-787

tiating equation (B1),788

v̂z =
c

~2

[
−t sin

(
kzc

2

)
σx + δ cos

(
kzc

2

)
σy
]

(B6)

and789

ŵzz =
c2

4~

[
−t cos

(
kzc

2

)
σx − δ sin

(
kzc

2

)
σy
]
. (B7)

Hence, using σiσj = iεijk σ
k,790

v̂zŵzz =
1

~2

( c
2

)3
[
t2 − δ2

2
sin

(
2kzc

2

)
+ itδ

]
σz. (B8)

We must now evaluate the matrix element 〈0|σz|0〉.791

Adopting the Bloch sphere representation,792

d = d (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ) (B9)

which leads to the eigenvector equation H|0〉 = ε0|0〉793

with794

|0〉 =

 cos
θ

2

sin
θ

2
eiϕ

 , (B10)

and eigenvalue εv = −d. Therefore795

〈0|σz|0〉 =

(
cos2 θ

2
− sin2 θ

2

)
= cos θ =

dz
d
. (B11)

Combining (B8) and (B11) shows that the two-photon796

contribution is797

Reσshg2p
zzz (ω) =

πee

2~2ω2

∫
[dk]f10v

z
01w

zz
10δ(ω01 − 2ω) = i

πe3

2~2ω2

∫
[dk](−1)

1

~2

( c
2

)3

itδ
dz
d
δ(ω10 − 2ω). (B12)

Note that the sin(kzc) term integrates to zero and can be ignored. What remains is to de-dimensionalize the integral798

and simplify the expression somewhat. Define ε(k) = d(k) = ~ω10/2. Then799

Reσshg2p
zzz (ω) =

πe3

2~2

( c
2

)3

tδ

∫
d3k

(2π)
3

dz
ε(k)ω2

~
2
δ(ε(k)− ~ω). (B13)

To account for physical broadening of the peak, we use a Lorentzian δ(ε − ω) → 1

π

γ

(ε− ω)
2

+ γ2
. Furtheremore,800

we convert the remaining factors of ω into ε to remove an unphysical diverges at ω → 0 in numerical evaluation. So801

Reσshg2p
zzz (ω) =

πe3

~

( c
2

)3

tδ
1

4π

∫
[dk]

dz
ε(k)3

γ

(ε(k)− ω)
2

+ γ2
. (B14)

Now we de-dimensionalize by normalizing energies to ∆, and henceforth represent ∆-normalizes quantities with a
tilde. For example, t̃ ≡ t/∆. Furthermore, let us define X ≡ kxb, Y ≡ kyb, Z ≡ kzc. This gives

ε̃ =

√
δ̃2 cos(Z/2)2 + t̃2 sin(Z/2)2 + d̃z

2
and d̃z = 1 + t̃AB [cos(X) + cos(Y )] . (B15)

Thus

σshg2p
zzz (ω) =

e3

~

( c
2

)3 t̃δ̃

∆

1

4

1

(2π)3abc

∫ π

−π
dX dY dZ

d̃z
ε̃(k)3

γ̃

(ω̃ − ε̃(k))
2

+ γ̃2
. (B16)

To match with experimental data, one should multiply by degeneracy factors that account for the spin degeneracy802

gs = 2 and orbital degeneracy gO = 4 for the number of Rice-Mele chains per unit cell. Rearranging, we arrive at the803

two-photon contribution to the SHG804

σshg2p
zzz (ω) =

[
e2

~
e

∆

]
c2

b2

(
1

4π

)3

F (ω̃; δ̃, t̃, t̃AB , γ̃) (B17)

where the term in brackets has units of conductance per Volt, and the integral has been re-packaged as

F (ω̃; δ̃, t̃, t̃AB , γ̃) = gsgO
δ̃t̃

4

∫ π

−π
dX

∫ π

−π
dY

∫ π

−π
dZ

1 + t̃AB [cos(X) + cos(Y )](
δ̃2 cos(Z/2)2 + t̃2 sin(Z/2)2 +

(
1 + t̃AB [cos(X) + cos(Y )]

)2)3/2

× γ̃(
ω̃ −

[
δ̃2 cos(Z/2)2 + t̃2 sin(Z/2)2 +

(
1 + t̃AB [cos(X) + cos(Y )]

)2]1/2)2

+ γ̃2

. (B18)
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By Equation (B5), Reσshift
zzz (ω) = −2σshg2p

zzz (ω) (see equation (2) of the main text).805

It is worth examining the special case where tAB = 0, i.e. an ensemble of uncoupled Rice-Mele chains. Here the
integral becomes analytically tractable. Converting the Lorentzian back to a δ function,∫ ∞

0

dω F
(
ω̃; δ̃, t̃, t̃AB → 0, γ̃ → 0

)
(B19)

=
4π3∆gsgO δ̃t̃

~

∫ π

−π

dZ(
δ̃2 cos(Z/2)2 + t̃2 sin(Z/2)2 + 1

)3/2
(B20)

= gsg0
∆

~
2(2π)3δ̃t̃

4

E2

(
δ̃2−t̃2
1+δ̃2

)
(
1 + t̃2

)√
1 + δ̃2

, (B21)

where E2 is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind. Therefore, using the fact that the spectral weights of806

the shift current and two-photon contribution to the SHG are equal,807

Σshift
z = 2Σshg 2p

z =

[
e3

~2

]
c2

b2
G(δ̃, t̃) (B22)

where808

G(δ̃, t̃) ≡ gsgO
δ̃t̃

8

E2

(
δ̃2−t̃2
1+δ̃2

)
(
1 + t̃2

)√
1 + δ̃2

. (B23)

The function G is bounded and attains its global maximum at G(
√

2,
√

2) = π3−3/2 ≈ 0.604 (see equation (4) of809

the main text). This shows that the total spectral weight in the two-photon contribution is bounded, i.e. there is a810

maximum amount of SHG for Rice-Mele models.811

Appendix C: Gauge-Invariant Cumulants and a new812

sum rule813

This appendix reviews the theoretical machinery of814

gauge-invariant cumulants (GICs) that underlies the re-815

lationship between ground-state polarization distribu-816

tions and the frequency-integrated nonlinear response de-817

scribed in the last part of the main text. We restrict the818

analysis to two-band tight-binding models, relevant for819

this work, to show that this connection can be made ex-820

act. It generalizes the known relationships between the821

Berry connection and polarization, as well as the relation822

between the spread of Wannier functions with linear re-823

sponse. The last part of the Appendices shows how this824

connection gives a guide to construct a model whose spec-825

tral weight exceeds the maximum spectral weight possi-826

ble in the Rice-Mele model [34].827

1. The polarization distribution828

Let us start with the macroscopic polarization of a
solid [31, 32, 35–38] and Kohn’s theory of the insulat-
ing state [48]. Consider a solid with N electrons and M
nuclei in any dimension d. The macroscopic polarization
operator is

P̂ =
1

V

(
eX̂ + qnucX̂nuc

)
, (C1)

where X̂ =

N∑
i=1

x̂i is the center-of-mass position of the829

electrons (resp. X̂nuc of the nuclei). Within the clamped830

nuclei approximation, the nuclei do not move and we can831

set X̂nuc = 0 by a choice of coordinates. The macroscopic832

polarization is the expectation 〈P̂ 〉.833

The GICs are a systematic way to extract further834

information from P̂ that we now exploit. Computing835

〈P̂ 〉 = 〈Ψ|P̂ |Ψ〉, averages over many different centers of836

charge. Following Souza et al [31] we define the distribu-837

tion of those centers of charge, i.e. the spatial distribu-838

tion of polarization, via839

p(X) =
〈

Ψ
∣∣∣ δ(X̂ −X)

∣∣∣Ψ〉 . (C2)

This should be interpreted as the probability that the840

center of charge is exactly at the position X. Different841

electronic properties of the solid have already been di-842

rectly linked to p(X), including the Berry connection,843

localization length of Wannier functions, and the f-sum844

rule[31].We can now add the second-harmonic to that845

list. As a cautionary note, the polarization is distinct846

from other real-space distributions in solids; p(X) is a847

different object from the electron density, or the Wan-848

nier functions. The subtle relationship between these is849

discussed carefully by Souza et al. [31].850

The great utility of this distribution is tempered by the851

indirect way it must be computed, a complication due to852
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FIG. 8. A schematic of the first three cumulants of the po-
larization distribution. In each panel, one cumulant is varied
while the others are held fixed. Note that the true polariza-
tion distribution is periodic in L.

the fact that the position operator X̂ is ill-defined [49].853

This implies that, even knowing the exact eigenvectors854

of the system, p(X) cannot be straightforwardly com-855

puted and, moreover, it is not immediately clear if p(X)856

is even a well-defined distribution. A key result of Souza857

et al is that p(X) can be carefully defined, rendering its858

cumulants computable.859

2. Definition of gauge-invariant cumulants860

Recall that the first several cumulants Cn of a distri-
bution p(X) can be written in terms of the moments as

Ci1 = 〈Xi〉 (C3)

Cij2 = 〈XiXj〉 − 〈Xi〉〈Xj〉 (C4)

Cijk3 = 〈XiXjXk〉+ 2〈Xi〉〈Xj〉〈Xk〉 (C5)

− 〈XiXj〉〈Xk〉 − 〈XiXk〉〈Xj〉 − 〈XjXk〉〈Xi〉

where i, j, k ∈ {x, y, z} are spatial indices. The first cu-861

mulant is the same as the first moment, the second is862

the variance, and the third cumulant is often called the863

skew of the distribution. A schematic of the first three864

cumulants is shown in figure (8).865

A convenient way to compute the moments is in terms866

of the characteristic function867

C(α) = 〈e−iα·X〉, (C6)

so that 〈XiXj · · ·Xk〉 = i∂αii∂αj · · · i∂αkC(α)
∣∣
α=0

. The868

cumulants are likewise obtained by differentiating the log869

of the characteristic function870

Cij...kn = i∂αii∂αj · · · i∂αk ln C(α)
∣∣
α=0

. (C7)

Following [31], we define871

ln C(α) =
V

(2π)
d

∫
[dk] ln〈Ψk|e−iα·X̂ |Ψk+α〉 (C8)

where V is the volume of the system,

∫
[dk] denotes the872

normalized integral over the Brillouin zone, and |Ψk〉873

is the many-body wavefunction with boundary condi-874

tions twisted by eikL. In a single-particle description,875

|Ψk〉 =
∏
n

uknc
†
kn|0〉 where the Bloch wavefunctions876

ψkn(r) = ukn(r)eik·r are chosen to satisfy a smooth,877

periodic gauge: ψkn ≡ ψk+G,n for reciprocal lattice vec-878

tors G. The cumulants of the polarization distribution879

can be computed via differentiating (C8). The first three880

are881

Ci1 = iV

∫
[dk] Tr

[
ci1
]

(C9)

Cij2 = i2V

∫
[dk] Tr

[
cij2 − ci1cj1

]
(C10)

Cijk3 = i3V

∫
[dk] Tr

[
cijk3 − cij2 ck1 − cjk2 ci1 − cki2 c

j
1 + 2ci1c

j
1c
k
1

]
(C11)

where the trace is over occupied bands, and the c’s are
matrices in the band space whose matrix elements are

ci1 = i〈ukn|∂kiukm〉, (C12)

cij2 = i2〈ukn|∂ki∂kjukm〉, (C13)

cijk3 = i3〈ukn|∂ki∂kj∂kjukm〉. (C14)

One can show that the cumulants are gauge-invariant—882

hence the name — and purely real in the presence of883

time-reversal symmetry.884

To compute the cumulants numerically, it is advanta-885

geous to use an alternative formulation (written here for886

a single occupied band in 1D)[30]887

∆k

M−1∏
i=0

ln〈uki |uki+1
〉 =

∑
n=1

(i∆k)n

n!
Cn (C15)

where ki+1 − ki = ∆k = 2π/M , and again using a pe-888

riodic gauge for the Bloch wavefunctions ψk. The cu-889

mulants can be measured by computing the left-hand890

side on successively finer meshes of k-points and fitting891
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the result to a power series in ∆k, the mesh size. The892

first several gauge-invariant cumulants in the Rice-Mele893

model have been computed recently, providing intuitive894

visualizations of the polarization distribution [30].895

3. Interpretation and physical intuition896

Each of the GICs has a dual interpretation: as a mea-897

sure of the spatial properties of the electrons, or as an898

electromagnetic response. The first cumulant tells us the899

mean of the center of charge polarization, i.e. the total900

deviation of electrons from their companion nuclei [37].901

Via equation (C1), the polarization of the solid has a902

straightforward formula in terms of the first cumulant903

〈P̂ 〉 =
e

V
C1 = e

∑
n occ

∫
[dk]Akn, (C16)

where Akn is the Berry connection. The last expression904

is familiar from the modern theory of polarization. Equa-905

tion (C16) shows that, up to dimensionful prefactors, the906

first cumulant is the electrical response of the system in907

the absence of an external field, a purely static quantity.908

The second cumulant measures the covariance of the909

polarization distribution. In an insulator, electrons are910

exponentially localized. Their localization is in the i (=911

x, y, z) direction is given by (no summation)[31]912

ξi = lim
N→∞

√
1

N
Cii2 . (C17)

The second cumulant then gives a great deal of infor-913

mation about the character of the material. In a metal-914

insulator transition, for instance, the localization length915

diverges, and hence so does the second cumulant. Phys-916

ically, the electrons in a metal are almost entirely delo-917

calized, so the polarization distribution should be nearly918

flat, with variance on the order of the size of the system.919

It is useful to contrast the information in C2 with920

the Wannier functions. In 1d, the maximally localized921

Wannier functions have the property that the their cen-922

ters are governed by the centers of polarization, and923

their variance is proportional to the squared localization924

length. We stress, however, that this does not imply925

the Wannier density is the same as the polarization dis-926

tribution. In dimensions greater than one, there are no927

unique maximally-localized single-particle Wannier func-928

tions, and all Wannier functions have variance strictly929

larger than the squared localization length.930

As an optical response, the second cumulant encodes931

the all-frequency linear response of the system. A stan-932

dard application of the flucutation-dissipation theorem933

shows that the fluctuations in the polarization distribu-934

tion (C2) is related to the total current response of the935

system:[31]936

πe2

V 2~
Cαβ2 =

dω

ω
Reσαβ(ω) (C18)

where σαβ is the linear conductivity.937

4. A New Sum Rule938

Now that we have seen the dual nature — spatial and939

optical — of the first two GICs, it is perhaps not too940

surprising that the third cumulant can give a non-linear941

sum rule. The third cumulant measures the skewness942

of the polarization distribution which, in one dimension,943

says if the left or right “shoulder” of the distribution is944

larger.945

On the optical side, we find that the second cumulant946

is related to the second-harmonic response of the system.947

Given that the first cumulant determines the polarization948

and the second cumulant gives a linear sum rule, it is949

perhaps not too surprising that the third cumulant can950

give a non-linear sum rule. More precisely, we show that951

for a generic two-band model (see equation (5) of the952

main text)953

Σshift
a =

2πe3

V ~2
Ca3 (C19)

where954

Σshift
a =

∫ ∞
0

dω Reσaaa(0;−ω, ω) (C20)

and, specializing to the case of two bands,955

Ca3 = −V
∫

ddk

(2π)d
Im
[
c3 − 3c1c2 + 2c31

]
(C21)

where cn = 〈0| (i∂ka)
n |0〉 for the valence band Bloch956

wavefunction |0〉 = |u0(k)〉.957

Integrating (B4), the spectral weight of the shift cur-
rent in a two-band model is

Σshift
a =

2πe3

~2

∫
[dk]

Im[〈0|∂kH|1〉〈0|∂2
kH|0〉]

(ε1 − ε0)2
, (C22)

where |0〉 and |1〉 denote valence and conduction bands,958

respectively, and εn = εn(k) are the band energies.959

The Schrödinger equation and its k derivatives give

H|n〉 = εn|n〉, (C23)

∂kH|n〉+H|∂kn〉 = ∂kεn|n〉+ εn|∂kn〉, (C24)

∂2
kH|n〉+ ∂kH|∂kn〉+H|∂2

kn〉 (C25)

= ∂2
kεn|n〉+ ∂kεn|∂kn〉+ εn|∂2

kn〉.

Taking inner products and applying |0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1| = I960

implies961

〈0|∂kH|1〉 = (ε1 − ε0)〈0|∂k1〉, (C26)

〈1|∂2
kH|0〉 = (ε0 − ε1)[〈1|∂2

k0〉 − 2〈1|∂k0〉〈0|∂k0〉]
+ 2(∂kε0 − ∂kε1)〈1|∂k0〉. (C27)

Substituting these into the integral in the spectral962
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weight yields963

1

(ε1 − ε0)2
Im[〈0|∂kH|1〉〈0|∂2

kH|0〉]

= Im
{
〈0|∂k1〉

[
−〈1|∂2

k0〉+ 2〈1|∂k0〉〈0|∂k0〉
]}

− ∂kε0 − ∂kε1
ε0 − ε1

Im[〈0|∂k1〉〈1|∂k0〉].

(C28)

We can drop the last term since 〈0|∂k1〉〈1|∂k0〉 is real.964

Applying the resolution of the identity, the first term is965

〈0|∂k1〉〈1|∂2
k0〉 = −〈∂k0|∂2

k0〉+ 〈∂k0|0〉〈0|∂2
k0〉

= −∂k(〈0|∂2
k0〉) + 〈0|∂3

k0〉 − 〈0|∂k0〉〈0|∂2
k0〉

= ∂kc2 + ic3 − ic1c2,
(C29)

while the second term becomes966

〈0|∂k1〉〈1|∂k0〉〈0|∂k0〉
= −〈∂k0|∂k0〉〈0|∂k0〉+ 〈∂k0|0〉〈0|∂k0〉〈0|∂k0〉
= −∂k(〈0|∂k0〉)〈0|∂k0〉+ 〈0|∂2

k0〉〈0|∂k0〉 − c31
= +

1

2
∂k(c21) + ic1c2 − ic31.

The total derivatives vanish after integration, and we967

obtain equation (C19).968

969

This sum rule leads to intriguing conclusions. For two-970

band models, non-linear optical responses can be under-971

stood as a facet of the spatial distribution of polarization.972

This provides a clear physical picture that may be more973

intuitive than the normal expressions for SHG, which in-974

volve k-space sums over virtual transitions. Moreover,975

the sum rule can predict the shift current — and hence976

the SHG response — of a material as a ground state977

property.978

5. Upper bounds in the Rice-Mele model and979

beyond980

In light of this relation between the SHG and C3, it981

is worth revisiting the above fact, equation (B23), that982

there is a maximum SHG in Rice-Mele models. While983

this maximum is a good benchmark as to how much984

second-harmonic can be produced by a system, it is not985

an absolute bound. By designing a Hamiltonian with a986

large C3, we will see this bound may be exceeded.987

For concreteness, consider a generalization of the Rice-
Mele model with a next-nearest neighbor hopping H =

HRM +HNNN where

HRM =
∑
n

∆(−1)nc†ncn (C30)

+

(
t

2
+ (−1)n

δ

2

)
c†ncn+1 + h.c.

HNNN =
∑
n

(
t′

2
+
δ′

2

)
c†AncA,n+1 (C31)

+

(
t′

2
− δ′

2

)
c†BncB,n+1 + h.c.

In k-space this becomes988

H =
∑
k

c†k [hRM + hNNN] ck (C32)

where

hRM(k) = t cos

(
kc

2

)
σx + δ sin

(
kc

2

)
σy + ∆σz

(C33)

hNNN(k) = t′ cos(kc) Id2 +δ′ cos(ka)σz. (C34)

By applying the maximum entropy method to approx-989

imately solve the moment problem [30], we can recon-990

struct the polarization distribution. Figure C 4 shows991

the reconstructed polarization distributions in the next-992

nearest neighbor model with parameters ∆ = 1, δ =
√

2,993

t =
√

2 − 2γ, δ′ = γ and t′ = 0. As γ is tuned past994

zero, C3 increases, and exceeds the maximum possible in995

the Rice-Mele model. We can thus tune the model to996

achieve an arbitrary large C3 and, at a metal-insulator997

transition, cause it to diverge. Finding materials realiz-998

ing a large third cumulant would be excellent candidates999

for giant shift current or second harmonic generation.1000
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FIG. 9. (Left) Reconstructed polarization distributions in the extended Rice-Mele model via the maximum entropy method[30].
(Right) The gauge-invariant cumulants and spectral weight in the next-nearest neighbor extension of the Rice-Mele model. The
maximum in the normal Rice-Mele model, equation (B23), is the black line, and the spectral weight as a function of γ is computed
via equation C22. All parameters are given in the text.
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